2014 Cube AMS 120 HPA Race 29 Kronolog Installation

These instructions are intended to guide you through proper Kronolog set up. There are unique details specific to this bike that will be outlined. Please consider the following.

Kronolog Lever Orientation:
The 2014 Cube AMS 120 HPA Race 29 is spec’d with Shimano Deore XT K-M7851 levers which have a large clamp section. Near the bolt the clamp is very thick and may interfere with the Kronolog lever. It is recommended to mount the lever on top of the bars, rather than below. See the image below for a visual of the recommended set up.

![Kronolog Lever Orientation](image)

NOTE: This image is not of a 2014 Cube AMS 120 HPA Race 29 but of a bike with similar spec as an example.

Cable Bend and Seatpost Collar Direction:
The intended set up for the 2014 Cube AMS 120 HPA Race 29 correct right out of the box. This note is to ensure that the collar and cable bend to not differ from the intended set up which is pictured to the right. Please make sure there is a nice gradual bend in the cable as it leaves the Kronolog.

Do not zip-tie the cable to the frame beyond the cable guide closest to the seat post.

It is recommended that you install the included Kronolog All-Condition Sleeve before the bike is sold or displayed. You will find the boot bagged with the Kronolog instructions.